
a :If you did not notice the Wx2ost 1/24/75,p. A10 story, "Slander Verdict Is Upheld," the U.S.Court of apdeals held it to be slanderous for a freelance reporter, Schuchnt, to have said of a man who had been chared with perjury "during a massive grand jury investi-gatioom of fraud" and then acquitted, that this man, Leonard Davis, had been convicted of a felony. Not in print, verbally. I think you may want to know this for the possibility of relevance re what is said about jimmy and perhaps if I want to do something about Haile. I don't know if you'll want the decision(s). But it seems to me that is as this story begin! "The First Amendment does not pdrmit a reporter to make false statements about e person during the preparation of a story," the same appliec to Buie and Haile. HW 1/25/75 
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